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Abstract. While virtual learning environments (VLEs) present several advantages, such as space-
time flexibility, they are still not including proper opportunities and resources for students to 
engage in collaborative activities with their peers. Recent approaches, for example, are based on 
resources that are not standard for VLEs or usual for students. Thus, their integration with VLEs 
is not simple. This paper conducted a theoretical investigation to identify strategies that could in-
duce collaborative behaviours in students. These strategies were implemented as learning objects 
running in a VLE and a quasi-experimental research design was conducted with 133 students. The 
results show that the approach promotes collaborative interactions between students and also tend 
to improve their learning outcomes. Moreover, learning objects use a conceptualization that is 
already established over the e-learning community, simplifying their integration with VLEs.
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1. Introduction

The Distance Learning (DL) technology has allowed several higher education courses 
to be delivered to locations and populations that have historically not been afforded 
opportunities for involvement in such an educational level (Money and Dean, 2019; 
Randolph, 2007). In practice, however, this style of education often falls short of what 
it attempts to accomplish (Choi and Park, 2018; Kumar et al., 2017). The literature 
stresses that one of the reasons for the DL problems is the difficulty of students to fol-
low the routine of individual studies. Amory (2013), for example, indicates that learn-
ing experience should support complex human, social and cultural interactions; include 
rich contexts and collaborative learning. However, DL environments do not provide or 
motivate such situations. The study of Blom et al. (2013) also says that “the peers find 
support from one another for solving the tasks and furthermore, several students regard 
the social format as being natural because they are already used to the idea of engaging 
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in study group practices…In addition to the effect of verbal interactions, these study 
groups provide the advantage of social facilitation: it is easier to sustain heavy effort 
associated with the course material in groups than individually – humans are social 
animals…”.

Several recent studies have recognized the importance of social and collaborative 
behaviour in the learning process. Therefore, the main aims of these studies are focused 
on the identification of efficient strategies that could induce collaborative behaviour 
among students. Tseng et al. (2019), for example, argue that the lack of trust usu-
ally damages the students’ online collaborative learning experience. Thus, they identi-
fied the correlations between trust and other elements of the learning environment so 
the elements with positive correlation could be enforced during virtual interactions. 
Weidlich and Bastiaens (2019) proposed to enrich the learning environment (Moodle) 
with plugins (e.g. “Meet the Students”, “Course Contacts”, and “Dialogue”) to foster 
social-emotional variables that could improve the sociability of such environments, 
motivating the collaboration among their members. A similar strategy for motivation 
was proposed by Lin et al. (2018) but, in this case, the authors used a wiki-based ap-
proach. Their findings showed that the co-editing wiki platform was effective in assist-
ing collaborative learning in the domain of teaching programming since students who 
interacted more with their partners on the wiki showed greater program implementa-
tion achievements. Stürmer et al. (2018) developed a Moodle-based adaptation that 
uses the “fast-friendship procedure” to foster collaboration among Moodle users. This 
procedure is based on Psychologic studies and it assists strangers to establish “inter-
personal closeness”, which is an important motivator for collaboration. Wengrowicz 
et al., (2018) investigates the use of Case-based learning, which is an interactive group 
learning approach that embodies the principles of Socratic inquiry. While this method 
is already a common pedagogy employed in traditional disciplines, the authors analyse 
its use in virtual courses.

All these studies share the notion that online learning is as much a social activity as 
an individual one. However, the quality and quantity of interactivity can vary dramati-
cally from course to course. In general, courses that provide limited forms of interaction 
tend to present feeble outcomes (Kearsley, 2000) and this is the main reason to create 
strategies that enforce collaboration. We also corroborate these affirmations but, differ-
ently from these approaches, our study aims to induce collaboration by means of object 
learning designed as resources that are already usual for online students. Furthermore, 
learning objects use a conceptualization that is already established over the e-learning 
community, simplifying their integration to VLEs.

Another important difference of this present study is its focus on a particular scenario 
for collaborative learning that is based on small groups. In order, the literature presents 
studies that recognize collaboration in small groups as both advantageous and appreci-
ated by students. For example, the study of Gayatan and McEwen (2007) shows that 
small groups enable students to identify and correct misconceptions more easily and 
quickly, and improve understanding of the topics being studied. Finegold and Cooke 
(2006) also support this affirmation and show that small groups are considered as more 
suitable for group discussions and equal contributions of group members. The study in 
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(Springer et al., 1999) found that small groups provide students with a better learning 
experience and ultimately greater academic achievement. Moreover, the study discussed 
in (Brindley et al., 2009) reported that students often prefer working in small over large 
study groups. Besides these evidences, the use of small groups in distance learning plat-
forms is also more feasible because DL learners generally seek flexibility during their 
activities and they can see participation in group learning as an impediment to their 
progress. Consequently, the use of small groups (up to 5 members) is also a strategy 
to attenuate this perception, since it is easier to arrange a common timetable when the 
process considers few participants.

Based on this introduction, the focus of this present study was on the design of col-
laborative learning objects, which could be integrated into VLEs using patterns that 
are already common to the DL community. Therefore, the design of these objects must 
answer the following questions:

Which concepts could be used to induce collaboration in educational settings?1. 
Which educational theories support these concepts?2. 
How should be the specification of learning objects based on these concepts?3. 
How could these objects be used in a Virtual Learning Environment?4. 

After the identification of the collaboration concepts (argumentation, explanation 
and mutual regulation) and design of the collaborative learning objects, a quasi-experi-
mental study was conducted to verify the following hypothesis: “The use of collabora-
tive learning objects, based on the argumentation, explanation and mutual regulation 
concepts, can induce collaborative behaviours in small groups of students and, thus, 
improve their learning process”. Two terms are essential in this hypothesis. First, “in-
duce” means that the objects will persuade students to collaborate, rather than enforc-
ing this collaboration. Thus, students will naturally collaborate as part of the activities 
progress. Second, “improve” means that the learning process will assist students to 
assimilate knowledge more easily.

The lack of ways to promote students’ collaboration in VLEs is certainly a global 
problem and the Moodle, by far the most worldwide popular VLE, is a practical example 
of this affirmation. Apart from the importance of collaboration, the current Moodle plat-
form does not properly support interaction/collaboration among students, so students 
mostly only use the educational content individually. Even providing tools for collabora-
tion, such as the chat rooms and forums, these tools are often used in a very limited or 
incorrect way. Thus, the development of approaches that can integrate the collaborative 
behaviour into common resources of Moodle, or other similar VLEs, is still necessary to 
advance the distance education process.

2. Collaborative Learning Objects

Chen et al. (2008) show that student engagement in collaborative activities has been 
positively related to the quality of learning experiences. Therefore, learning platforms 
must include opportunities and resources for students to engage in interactive and col-
laborative activities with their peers. The study of Brindley et al. (2009) lists pedagogi-
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cal benefits, and consequently better learning outcomes, of collaborative learning when 
it is properly supported for such platforms. These benefits include the development of 
critical thinking skills, co-creation of knowledge and meaning, reflection and transfor-
mative learning (Palloff and Pratt, 2005). This section presents some of the main clas-
sical and more recent theories that could provide the basis for collaboration strategies 
applied to this educational context.

2.1. Previous Efforts in Collaborative Learning Objects

As a way to support the development of collaborative learning objects, the study of 
Fuentes et al. (2008) proposes a design methodology that is based on Collaborative 
Learning Patterns (CLPs). These patterns are divided into four levels: pedagogic, analy-
sis, design/development, and implementation. This latter level defines the collaborative 
learning scenarios, which are based on the IMS-LD model, and designers just need to 
select and instantiate the proper patterns to create their objects. However, the patterns 
have a high level of abstraction since the IMS-LD specification does not impose a par-
ticular pedagogical model or is based on learning theories. The study of Koohang (2004) 
also discusses the importance of learning objects for collaborative learning, proposing 
a systematic approach to create such objects. This proposal indicates a set of tools and 
guidelines that should be considered over the development of objects, such as the use of 
industrial-standards. Similar to the previous approach, this proposal only gives general 
directions to design collaborative learning objects.

Cruz-Flores and López-Morteo (2008) propose a model for collaborative learning 
objects that is particularly based on mobile devices. According to the authors, col-
laborative activities should take advantage of the mobility and other features of these 
devices. For example, a learning object about geometrical shapes could explore outdoor 
activities for students’ teams, such as finding buildings, or part of buildings, which have 
similar shapes that geometrical images. The study of Ayala and Castillo (2008) is also 
focused on mobile devices and they highlight the power of such devices in supporting 
social interactivity and, consequently, collaboration. According to the authors, collab-
orative objects for mobile devices can present learning activities of collaborative nature 
with the corresponding collaboration scripts, which specify tasks, roles and groups; and 
information that allows the collaboration with other learners. Note that the mechanism 
to support collaboration is provided by means of scripts rather than the own structure 
of the learning object.

Caballe et al. (2012) propose a new paradigm named Collaborative Complex Learn-
ing Objects (CC-LO), which are pedagogically designed with reference to the concepts 
of social and collaborative learning. The key differentiators from the standard LOs 
include the augmentation of objects with author-generated information (e.g. questions/
answers, alternative flows rather than linear paths, assessments as a strategy to guide 
the flow evolution, and dependence between objects), their animation that evolve over 
time, and their high interactivity. Therefore, their proposal is focused on specific re-
sources that are needed to create collaborative objects, rather than explicitly defining 
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how the object could promote such a type of collaborative behaviour. Burbaite et al. 
(2013) discuss a more pragmatic approach, where educational robots represent col-
laborative learning objects. Their framework promote features such as engagement and 
exploration by means of collaborative tasks that support and ensure group learning 
activities and groups work on the critical analysis of provided concepts and informa-
tion. While the use of educational robotics promotes a further level of motivation for 
learners, its use is limited and does not offer the required flexibility to the development 
of an ample set of collaborative learning objects.

The common feature of these approaches is their disassociation with collaborative 
learning theories. This means, such approaches give the directions for promoting col-
laboration, while designers must use their expertise to compose the objects based on 
these directions. Differently, our approach is based on collaborative learning theories 
and explicitly uses their concepts as fundaments to compose the objects. Independently 
of the approach, the studies that present experimental results show that learners have 
higher engagement when using collaborative objects. This fact is demonstrated, for 
example, in the work of Burbaite et al. (2013), where collaborative learning objects 
increased the students’ engagement in learning as compared to other traditional ap-
proaches.

2.2. Educational Theories and Collaboration

The first step of this research was to analyse the principles of educational theories, which 
stress the importance of collaboration in the learning process, and identify which type 
of interactions are important to induce such a collaboration. Some of the main studies 
and authors were:

Piaget (1976) suggests that each individual usually builds his/her knowledge  ●
through interactions, explanations, and discussions with other members. During 
these interactions, individuals must assume the responsibility for his/her learning.
Aronson  ● et al. (1978) argues that students should be motivated to work into 
interdependent small groups, rather than all around a teacher. Each student re-
ceives a part of the topic to be studied and, when they conclude such a study, 
they explain their part of the content and try to organize the whole topic such 
as a puzzle.
Vygotsky (1979) states that the use of resources for work in groups can lead the  ●
discussion of different ideas and, thus, create new cognitive conflicts.
Siemens (2004) – Connectivism – relates that “ ● Learning (defined as actionable 
knowledge) can reside outside of ourselves (within an organization or a data-
base) and is focused on connecting specialized information sets, and the con-
nections that enable us to learn more are more important than our current state 
of knowing”. His theory is based on the principle that learning and knowledge 
rests in diversity of opinions, where “Personal knowledge is comprised of a net-
work, which feeds into organizations and institutions, which in turn feedback into 
the network, and then continue to provide learning to individual. This cycle of 
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knowledge development (personal to network to organization) allows learners to 
remain current in their field through the connections they have formed.”.
Juwah (2006) discusses the increase of collaborative behaviour by means of mu- ●
tual regulation, which enables better and global monitoring regarding the compre-
hension of topics in discussion.
Mirza and Perret-Clermont (2009) discuss argumentation as a form of interac- ●
tion that has attracted more attention since it is an appropriate linguistic, logical, 
dialogical and psychological process that can maintain or trigger reasoning and 
learning.

Based on the analysis of these theories, we have identified at least three knowledge-
productive interactions that induce collaboration: 

Elaborated explanations.(1) 
Negotiation of meanings or argumentation. (2) 
Mutual regulation of cognitive processes. (3) 

The study of Dillenbourg et al. (1996), for example, also investigated these inter-
actions. According to the authors, they are important because “collaborative learning 
is not always effective; its effects depend on the richness and intensity of interactions 
engaged in by group members during collaboration”. Therefore, these and other similar 
interactions can increase the level of engagement and, consequently, improve the pro-
cess of collaboration and learning.

2.3. Interactions Via Learning Objects

Given the three interactions (explanation, argumentation and mutual regulation), the 
next step was to conceptualise these interactions in terms of learning objects, so they 
could be used in VLEs. A learning object is a collection of content items, practice items, 
and assessment items that are combined based on a single learning objective (Beck, 
2009). Video lessons, for example, are very common forms of learning objects (Benitti, 
2018) and they were used in the present study as resources to demonstrate how collabo-
ration could be supported in a virtual learning environment that attends several geo-
graphically separated students. In fact, video lessons are considered as one of the most 
powerful and popular VLE tools since they allow students, for example, to catch up 
on lectures they missed and learn from a “how-to” screencast. Moreover, several other 
educational sites, such as Coursera and Udemy, are mostly based on video lessons.

2.3.1. Argumentation
Argumentation can be applied to virtually all assignments involving critical reasoning 
no matter the subject or discipline. The term argument refers to a reasoned attempt to 
convince the audience to accept a particular point of view about a debatable topic. There-
fore, arguments are not irrational. Rather, argumentation represents a reasoned attempt, 
that is, an effort based on careful thinking and planning where the appeal is to convince 
the audience to accept a particular point of view (Mirza & Perret-Clermont, 2009).
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Learning objects that produce conflicting positions tend to intensify argumentation 
hence the exchange of arguments is necessary to reach agreements. A video lesson of the 
type interactive-video quiz (in-video quiz) could be used to produce such conflicts. In 
this case, a small group of students should watch the same video lesson. When an activ-
ity (e.g. multiple-choice question) appears during the video streaming, the video pauses 
and students individually choose an option that answers the question. If a divergence 
appears among the answers, then the students must argue to reach a consensus so the 
video can resume its execution.

2.3.2. Explanation
Explanation is the most common form of interaction between a lecturer and his/her 
students. The challenge is to find forms to induce this interaction also among students. 
During explanations, facts are explained by showing that they can be deduced logically 
from assumed theoretical premises and already given empirical conditions. Descriptions 
of the phenomenon enter into such an explanation at two points: as the given empirical 
conditions and as statements of the facts to be explained. Consequently, commitment 
to the deductive form of explanation entails commitment to a mode of description that 
satisfies the logical requirements of deductive claims (Wilson, 1970).

Learning objects that fragment knowledge tend to augment the need for explanations 
among participants. Consider that the presentation of a topic α is divided into four parts 
α1...α4, so the performance of a final activity x depends on the understanding of α1…α4. 
If we have a small group composed of four students, then each part αi could be sent to 
a student si. Thus, differently from the previous scenario, students will watch different 
videos and they need to explain their parts to each other, sharing the knowledge neces-
sary to conclude the activity x.

2.3.3. Mutual Regulation
Mutual regulation looks at how individuals reciprocally regulate each other’s cognitive 
processes and engage in shared modes of cognitive regulation. Learning objects could 
enforce mutual regulation, for example, when they create differences in roles by allocat-
ing different responsibilities in solving problems. For example, the WiSim experiment 
(Juwah, 2006) intends to increase collaborative effort via mutual regulation by distrib-
uting simulation inputs across different mobile phones and hence requiring students to 
negotiate values and coordinate their experimental design. Thus, mutual regulation is 
built in to the use of the roles in conjunction with each other. As questions are asked and 
answered, or content is clarified and summarised, learning is monitored for accuracy. 
Moreover, as predications are made they are evaluated for consistency with new content 
events. In this way, the whole group monitors their on-going comprehension in a process 
where students mutually regulate their learning.

Learning objects that enable the joint creation of solutions by learners, mutually 
building on each other’s contributions in a coordinated interdependent effort, could 
foster mutual regulation. An example of this process could be configured, for example, 
using a whiteboard. After the transmission of a video lesson α, an in-video quiz is ac-
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tive and students are lead to construct the solution of this activity in the whiteboard  
Each student of the group has a pre-defined time t (turn) to contribute to the solution, 
while other students observer such a construction. After t, the construction is paused 
and the turn passes to the next student. All students must keep the attention on the group 
resolution since each of them will resume the construction from the point where it was 
paused. This approach also instigates students to think ahead, following the ongoing 
line of resolution, so they can better perform in their turn. 

Along with his/her turn, a student can diverge and “regulate” the resolution flow, 
changing the current reasoning, or just continue the resolution by adding more steps. 
The adjustment of t is an important aspect of this approach. The shorter is t, the more 
interactive is the process. However, t must have a minimum limit value; otherwise, 
students will not be able to develop so much their reasoning for subparts of the problem 
during their turns.

2.4. Practical Specification of Collaborative Learning Objects

The specification of collaborative learning objects follows the approach of Hernan-
dez et al. (2008), which relies on knowledge about the learning object structure its 
resources. A Learning Object is a LOM Object – IEEE 1484.12.1.2002 Standard for 
Learning Object Metadata (IEEE, 2002) – and consists of one or more Assets, which 
are atomic learning units (e.g. videos, questions, texts, etc.). As proposed in LOM, 
the object is annotated with different Elements (metadata fields), such as Technical 
(the technical requirements and technical characteristics of the object), Educational 
(the educational and pedagogic characteristics of the learning object), and others. The 
specification indicates the metadata fields that have pre-defined values, and the fields 
that designers must fill.

Fig. 1 illustrates two different structural views of the Argumentation object, which is 
represented by only one learning object with one asset of the type “Video”, and nq assets 
of the type “Question”. 

 

Fig. 1. Composition of the Argumentation object.
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The structure in the left-hand side also shows that the Explanation Learning object 
extends the traditional learning objects and, thus, inherits all their LOM elements, 
such as Language and Difficulty. Moreover, the explanation learning objects have two 
attributes:

Number of questions ( ● nq): indicates how many questions are used over the 
video.
Temporal vector of questions VQ[ ● nq]:  vector with size nq that contains a se-
quence of temporal values, which indicate where each question is in the timeline 
of the video.

Table 1 describes the LOM elements of the argumentation objects that require 
some attention, such as the use of pre-defined values. The remainder LOM elements 
must be filled by designers in the same way as any other learning object since they 
are content-dependent. The LOM standard (IEEE, 2002) does not provide any specific 
metadata field to indicate the collaborative nature of the object. However, the LOM 
standard has a metadata field, named Description (Table 1), which indicates how the 
learning object is to be used. Thus, this field is employed to highlight the collaborative 
feature of the object.

Fig. 2 presents the structure of the Explanation object. Differently from the Argu-
mentation object, its creation requires nk assets of the type “Video”, where the value nk 
is the suggested number of participants that will use this resource; and nq assets of the 
type “Question” that are presented at the end of the videos. 

As the previous object, the structure in the left-hand side shows that the Explana-
tion Learning object also extends the traditional learning objects and, thus, inherits 
all their LOM elements. Moreover, explanation learning objects have the following 
attributes:

Number of questions ( ● nq): indicates how many questions are used at the end of 
the videos.
Number of videos ( ● nv): indicates the amount of videos that are used to represent 
parts of the content. 

Table 1
LOM specification for specific fields of the argumentation collaborative learning object.

Metadata Category Field Value

Educational Interactivity type Pre-defined value: Mixed (active and expositive)
Learning Resource Type Pre-defined value: Video and  Questionnaire
Interactivity Level Pre-defined value: High (during the videos)
Typical Learning Time Content-dependent value. Must be the sum of the learning time 

of the assets that compose it (video + average time to answer 
the questions)

Description See section 2.3.1 (how the learning object is to be used)
Difficulty Content-dependent value. If this value is defined as “x” (e.g. 

easy), then none of the assets can have a difficulty value higher 
than “x”
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Table 2 describes the observations regarding the LOM elements of the explanation 
object that require some attention.

An important observation is associated with the “Typical Learning Time” metadata 
field. Considering that all participants will start the videos at the same time, they should 
ideally conclude this video in similar periods to initiate the interactions. However, ac-
cording to our experiments, this situation rarely happens because students require differ-
ent times to understand the content of their videos. For example, students with problems 
of concentration may tend to frequently stop/repeat parts of the video.

Finally, Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the Mutual Regulation object. It is com-
posed of two objects: “Video” and “Problem Statement”. This latter object is a type of 
evaluation more general than “Question”. This means, every Question may be a Problem 
Statement but a Problem Statement is not necessarily a Question.

Table 2
LOM specification for specific fields of the explanation collaborative learning object

Metadata Category Field Value

Educational Interactivity type Pre-defined value: Mixed (active and expositive)
Learning Resource Type Pre-defined value: Video and  Questionnaire
Interactivity Level Pre-defined value: High (at the end of the videos)
Typical Learning Time Content-dependent value. The duration of the videos must be 

similar, considering a maximum difference of 10 seconds
Description See section 2.3.2 (how the learning object is to be used)
Difficulty Content-dependent value. If this value is defined as “x” (e.g. 

easy), then none of the assets can have a difficulty value 
higher than “x”

 

Fig. 2. Composition of the Explanation object.
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Table 3 describes the observations regarding specific LOM elements of the mutual 
regulation objects that require some attention.

According to the observation in the “Typical Learning Time” metadata field, each 
participant of the interaction has a time tt to develop a solution. After this time, the 
control of the resolution passes to another participant. This cycle continues until the 
activity is concluded. This process states an informal correspondence between tt and the 
difficulty of the activity. If the activity is classified as easy, tt can be lower than when the 
activity is classified as hard.

Note that the content of the collaborative learning objects are defined by design-
ers, so the use of these objects does not present restrictions regarding the kind/age of 
students. Rather, collaborative learning objects can be specified for diverse contexts. 
As any other learning object, the value of these parameters must be informed in the 
Context (school, higher education, training, other) and Typical Age Range metadata 
fields.

 

Fig. 3. Composition of the Mutual Regulation object.

Table 3
LOM specification for specific fields of the mutual regulation collaborative learning object

Metadata Category Field Value

Educational Interactivity type Pre-defined value: Mixed (active and expositive)
Learning Resource Type Pre-defined value: Video and  Problem Statement
Interactivity Level Pre-defined value: Very High 
Typical Learning Time Content-dependent value. This value must consider the “Turn 

Time” (tt), which indicates the time that each participant has to 
conclude or resume the resolution of an activity

Description See section 2.3.3 (how the learning object is to be used)
Difficulty Content-dependent value. As the harder is the object, the longer 

must be the tt time
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2.5. Environment for Evaluation

The work of Blom et al. (2013) proposes the next scenario for collaboration among 
students: “Imagine a lecture theatre. A student stands up and interrupts the teacher: 
“Excuse me sir, could you pause for three minutes, while I discuss with my neighbor 
what you just said?” What can hardly occur in normal lectures, takes place spontane-
ously, when watching video recordings of these lectures.”. This scenario is not common 
in traditional classes, but it can easily occur when video lessons are used. Based on this 
idea, the schema of a VLE (Fig. 4) for small groups – CollabEduc – was specified and 
used to simulate our experiments.

This tool is composed of three parts: 
The video player frame (Fig. 4, top-left) enables access to learning objects in the  ●
form of video-classes, which has the content used as the basis for interactions. 
The whiteboard frame (Fig. 4, top-right) provides a resource to support the inter- ●
actions. Mellingsæter (2015) stresses the use of virtual whiteboards as an impor-
tant resource to improve the level of collaboration, since it enables the real-time 
visualization of ongoing solutions. 
The Chat frame (Fig. 4, bottom) supports the discussion of students by means of  ●
text messages.

Fig. 4. CollabEduc – Virtual learning environment for collaboration in small groups.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Purpose of the Study

The hypothesis to be verified is: “The use of collaborative learning objects can induce 
collaborative behaviours in small groups of students and, thus, improve their learning 
process.”. This hypothesis can be divided into two research questions: (1) Are collab-
orative learning objects able to induce collaborative behaviours among students? (2) 
Are collaborative learning objects able to improve the learning process?

3.2. Participants

The experimental study was conducted with 133 students from the first year of four 
TIC degrees (Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Computational Mathematics, 
and Computer Engineering). The use of these different degrees was important to obtain 
higher diversity concerning the profile of students. Moreover, these 133 students repre-
sent about 22.8% of the students that attend, in each semester, the course of Introduction 
to Programming, whose content was used in the present experiments. The participation 
was restricted to students with none previous knowledge about programming and the 
experiments were conducted at the very beginning of the course to ensure the students 
have the same level of knowledge in this content.

3.3. Research Design

The experiments employed a quasi-experimental research design to address these re-
search questions, similarly to Kurucay and Inan (2017). This type of design is generally 
used when the randomization of participants is not possible or not fine to compare stu-
dents’ performances in two different classrooms after an intervention (Bawden and Son-
enstein, 1992). The 133 students were then assigned to the treatment (76 students) and 
control (57 students) groups. In order to control the confounding variables, a pre-survey 
measuring the students’ perceptions of collaboration (interest, experience, and capabil-
ity) was administered at the beginning of the study. This pre-survey was important be-
cause quasi-experimental research lacks the element of random assignment to treatment 
or control, so its design typically allows the researcher to control the assignment to the 
treatment condition but using some criterion other than random assignment (DiNardo, 
2016). The present study used as criterion the balance of confounding variables listed 
above to divide the students into the two groups.

Students in the treatment group were clustered in 16 small groups with 4 or 5 mem-
bers each. After that, students of the control group used the videos (without the col-students of the control group used the videos (without the col- of the control group used the videos (without the col-
laboration strategies) to study the content and answer the revision activities. They could 
conduct this stage in their usual manner. Meanwhile, the treatment group used the Col-
labEduc-based resource. This means, they conducted the activities in small groups and 
supported by the learning objects that induced collaboration among them.
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3.4. Data Source and Instrumentation

Apart from the pre-survey, three other instruments were used to collect data from the 
experiments. The first instrument was a traditional exam regarding the content (pro-
gramming introduction) presented to all students. This exam was conducted after the 
classes using the video lessons. This instrument generated quantitative data, which was 
analysed to support the conclusions about the impact of the approach on the learning 
process of students. The second instrument was a post-survey (see Table 5), which was 
applied to students of the treatment group to obtain their level of acceptability concern-
ing the intervention. This survey was extended from the instrument of Hiltz (1988) 
and it has 13 items, some of them reverse scored, with a 5-Likert scale (SD – strongly 
disagree, D – disagree, N – neutral, A – agree, SA – strongly agree). The original instru-
ment’s internal reliability coefficient is 0.90 (high). Finally, the third instrument was a 
questionnaire-guideline for conducting observations. This instrument was used by tu-
tors who assisted the execution of the experiments, while observed the behaviour of the 
students. Apart from direct observation, we also included artefact analysis such as the 
logs of devices that students used throughout the day. In fact, these logs (e.g. messages 
exchanged) were important as evidence about the collaborative behaviour of students.

4. Results

4.1. Pre-survey

The next graphs (Fig. 5) present the vision of the students concerning study groups (pre-
survey). The answers are related to the following questions: 

Have you already participated in any study group? (1) 
Do you think participation in study groups could improve your grades? (2) 
Are you motivated to join study groups?  (3) 
Do you think you could spontaneously use a tool to support online study (4) 
groups? 

The answers show the majority of the students have already participated in study 
groups and a high percentage of students (97.1%) believe this form of study can im-

Fig. 5. Summary of some question of the pre-survey.
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prove their performance. However, this percentage decreases to 76.5% and 78.1% when 
the questions are respectively related to the motivation to join study groups and use of 
tools to support such groups. This seems a contradiction because if someone believes 
in a strategy they should be motivated to use this strategy. However, further discus-
sions showed that problems to define a proper timeline that attends all participants tend 
to create barriers to this approach. An additional question in this stage was: “In your 
opinion, which is the ideal number of participants in a study group?”. The main answers 
were 4 (45.9%), 3 (24.4%) and 5 (22.2%). Thus, the students agree the strategy of small 
groups (between 3 and 5 students) is the best option.

4.2. Student Performance

The next results are related to the performance of the students. The average grade of the 
57 students in the control group was 7.16, while Table 4 shows the average grade of the 
16 small groups (SMi). According to this table, only four (SM03, SM09, SM11, SM12) 
from sixteen small groups had grades lower than the average of the control group. Thus, 
this result suggests that the strategies for collaboration may have some positive influ-
ence on the grades of the students. However, more experiments should be conducted 
to better support this affirmation. Table 4 also shows the small groups present a low 
standard deviation, apart from SM11. This indicates that the students obtained a more 
homogeneous level of knowledge about the content, which suggests that they shared 
their knowledge through the interactions. The standard deviation of the control group, 
for example, was 1.383179061. This value is higher than the highest value of the small 
groups (SM11 = 1,274754878).

Then, considering the previous question “Are the collaborative learning objects 
able to improve the learning process?”, the data (grades) only suggests that the collab-
orative learning process may improve the knowledge acquisition of students. However, 
the learning process is improved in the sense that students have more opportunities 
to share their knowledge with peers so the group presents a level of knowledge more 
homogenous.

Table 4
Average grades and standard deviations of the 16 small groups

SM Grade average Standard Deviation SM Grade average Standard Deviation

SM01 7.68 0.294957624 SM09 7.00 0.612372436
SM02 7.62 0.414728827 SM10 7.50 0.500000000
SM03 6.30 0.570087713 SM11 7.00 1.274754878
SM04 8.00 0.500000000 SM12 6.88 0.630079360
SM05 8.32 0.540370243 SM13 8.32 0.641872261
SM06 7.50 0.707106781 SM14 8.32 0.766159252
SM07 8.32 0.460434577 SM15 7.76 0.512835256
SM08 7.54 0.456070170 SM16 8.32 0.732802838
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4.3. Students Acceptance

The next results (Table 5) show the students’ answers to the post-survey. The results 
show the strategies had good acceptability and they were easy to use (Questions 01, 02, 
03, 06, 07 and 08). However, a few students indicated that the presence of technical 
personal is important during the initial use of the tool (Question 04). A few students 
also indicated that the strategies are inconsistent because they are not always able to in-
duce collaboration (Question 05). For example, the mutual regulation allows that each 
student creates part of the solution. However, if a student is not engaged in the process, 
then she/he simply can wait for the time conclusion of her/his turn rather than evolving 
the solution. In order, if a student does not feel comfortable to study in a group, none 
strategy for collaboration support will work well.

Students that negatively answered Questions 10, 11, 12 and 13 indicated as the 
main reasons for their answers were socialization issues and preference for individual 
study (easy to concentrate). However, these answers were minority when compared 
with the positive (agree and strongly agree) options. Finally, 27.7% of students agree 
that they need to learn other concepts to use this resource (Question 09). This per-
centage was considered high and the main reasons were the difficulty to understand 
the idea behind mutual regulation and the difference between argumentation and ex-
planation.

Table 5
Percentage of answer to the post-survey according to the Likert scale  

(SD – strongly disagree, D – disagree, N – neutral, A – agree, SA – strongly agree)

# Question SD D N A SA

01 I would like to use a resource with such strategies   1.3%   2.6% 18.4% 38.2% 39.5%
02 I think a resource with these strategies could be complex 25% 26.3% 25% 13.2% 10.5%
03 I think the strategies are easy to understand   2.6%   5.3% 19.7% 36.8% 35.5%
04 I would need support from a technical person to be able to 

use a resource with these strategies
32,9% 23,7% 26,3% 10,5%   6,6%

05 I think there are several inconsistences in the strategies 38,2% 15,8% 38,2%   6,6%   1,3%
06 I think the majority of persons could quickly learn to use 

this resource
  0,0% 13,2% 19,7% 48,7% 18,4%

07 I think a resource with these strategies could be very 
complicated to use

50,0% 32,9% 11,8%   3,9%   1,3%

08 I felt myself very confident during the use of this resource   6,6%   2,6% 44,7% 30,3% 15,8%
09 I need to learn several other concepts to use this resource 

and strategies
44,7% 17,1% 10,5% 21,1%   6,6%

10 I felt motivated to interact with my colleagues using these 
strategies

  5,3%   2,6% 17,1% 21,1% 53,9%

11 I did not enjoy the interactions using the strategies 55,3% 27,6%   9,2%   3,9%   3,9%
12 I think my learning process was more effective using the 

strategies
  1,3%   5,3% 22,4% 34,2% 36,8%

13 I could not see evolutions in my learning when I used these 
strategies

52,6% 19,7% 18,4%   7,9%   1,3%
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4.4. Analysis of the Tutors’ Observations

The final analysis was based on the logs and annotations of tutors who observed the 
behaviour of some participants. The main findings were:

Argumentation experiment: 53.32% of the students did not agree with the first  ●
answer given to the problems. Thus, in about half of the cases, the students needed 
to interact to converge in their answers. In such cases, the majority of the students 
(89.6%) collaborated to reach a consensus. This means they sent some type of 
message that could assist the process of convergence to a unique answer.
Explanation experiment: 98.3% of the students provided some type of explana- ●
tion, trying to contribute to the definition of solutions.
Mutual regulation experiment: 75.43% of the students maintained their attention  ●
on the resolution of the questions since they were able to continue such a resolu-
tion in their turn. This experiment also presented some problems because 68.18% 
of the students did not follow the protocol and tried to interrupt the contribution 
of other participants, trying to assist them. Moreover, participants in their turn 
also tried to interact with their partners to better understand, for example, the 
current stage of the solution. In the end, only 3 participants were not able to give 
any contribution.

According to the annotations of the tutors, the students indicated the argumentation 
strategy as the most interesting and efficient, since they first try to individually answer 
a question and, after that, confront the results. Thus, they already have a detailed idea 
about the whole question and this fact facilitates the reasoning process concerning to 
accept or reject other arguments. Considering the previous question “Are the collabo-
rative learning objects able to induce collaborative behaviours among students?”, the 
data shows the students obtained a level of collaboration hard to normally be reached 
in VLEs that only present traditional resources for collaboration, mainly when we con-
sider that such students are starting their degrees and did not have time to develop close 
friendships. This idea could be confirmed by the behaviour of the control group where 
students did not start any spontaneous interaction with their peers. In fact, the exchange 
of messages in this group was only observed between students and their tutors.

5. Discussion

Distance education brings several barriers to the development of collaborative behav-
iour. Apart from the problem of organizing individual timelines, students also reported 
that they usually do not maintain strong relationships with each other. Most of them 
never saw their colleagues “face-to-face”. Moreover, several cases of frustrations con-
cerning previous experiences in study groups were also reported and they demotivated 
this approach. The study of Noguera et al. (2018) corroborates this affi rmation. Ac- corroborates this affirmation. Ac-
cording to the authors, “Unsatisfactory prior experiences in collaborative learning in-
fluence students’ predisposition towards team-based learning activities. Incorporating 
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strategies for helping teams to effectively regulate group work and enhance planning 
processes may result in an increase in students’ engagement with learning activities 
and collaborative processes.”. Vogel et al. (2018) also stresses the importance of using 
online environments with strategies that assist learners in collaborative development and 
application of knowledge.

The strategies discussed in the present study follow these ideas and they are al-
ternatives to induce collaboration in VLEs. Their implementation as learning objects, 
which employ videos as the main educational resource, is very natural since such a 
type of object is massively used in VLEs and already usual for students. The results 
from post-survey (Table 5) show the good acceptance of the strategies by the students 
and the logs/annotations confirmed this aspect. This means the strategies can induce 
collaboration and students maintain their engagement during the process. This is also 
confirmed by the data collected from the observations of tutors. However, part of the 
students still prefers to study alone. Several reasons were discussed, such as fewer 
distractions, control over the study environment, and control over the study schedule. 
Moreover, the literature (Cassidy, 2004) shows that students’ achievement increases 
when teaching methods match their learning styles (biological and developmental 
characteristics that affect how they learn). Thus, the use of collaborative learning ob-
jects can induce collaborative behaviours in small groups of students, but their learn-
ing process may be only improved if they have learning styles that are compatible with 
this type of collaborative approach. Oflaz and Turunc (2012) conducted an experimen-
tal study that illustrates this effect of learning styles on collaborative activities. Further 
aspects also demotivate the group study. For example, when the group is getting too 
talkative, its meetings keep getting rescheduled, and the student has a very different 
level of understanding than the group. This latter topic (group formation) is very im-
portant and the literature brings some studies that show how study groups should be 
composed (Chen and Kuo, 2019).

From the perspective of the lecturer, these strategies bring additional issues concern-
ing the creation of learning objects. Argumentation learning objects are traditional In-
teractive-video quizzes. The manager system accounts for identifying different answers 
among students and starting the process of argumentation. Similarly, mutual regulation 
learning objects are also traditional videos followed by a final activity. The unique issue 
is to properly set the turn time (tt). Differently, the explanation learning object is more 
challenging because the lecturer must choose a topic and create videos about comple-
mentary parts of this topic so each part becomes essential to the resolution of the final 
activity. Consider, for example, one of the activities used in our experiments:

The content related to this question was divided into 5 parts: (1) the programming 
environment, (2) input/output commands and their optional forms, (3) loop commands, 
(4) conditional commands, and (5) notations for variable declaration and primitive op-
erations. Then, each of these parts was sent to a student, who should share his/her knowl-
edge with their peers to conclude the activity.

An important feature of this approach is its generality concerning how to deliver 
knowledge. For example, the experiments of this paper were based on the content of a 
language programming course. However, the same structures (Figures 1, 2 and 3) could 
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be used for courses of Social, Health or any other knowledge area since the approach 
can be seen as general patterns to arrange the delivery of educational contents. However, 
we are aware that the creation of collaborative learning objects may be easier or more 
complicated according to the particularities of each discipline. For example, while the 
idea of mutual regulation is natural when a solution is being prepared to a question about 
a historical fact (e.g. Fall of the Roman Empire); the creation of mutual regulation learn-
ing objects may require more creativity when it is related to the content of Anatomy. 
This relation between the particularities of the knowledge areas (e.g. factual, concep-
tual, procedural, or metacognitive) and their adequacy to the individual or collaborative 
learning is a research direction that could be derivate from this study.  

This present study also presents two main limitations. First, the assessment of the 
level of collaboration is manual and subjective. When this process is carried out in a 
VLE, the logs are the main source of information, but only the number of exchanged 
messages is not an indicator of collaboration. A session can present a high number of 
messages but such messages may not aggregate to the collaborative behaviour. Thus, a 
qualitative analysis of the messages is required to decide which messages have some 
type of contribution to the group. Second, the annotations of the tutors are related to a 
small number of students (28 from 76) because the tutors should be together with the 
students to observe their behaviour and this was not possible during the whole experi-
ments. The use of cameras is a possible solution to this problem because the same group 
of researchers could simultaneously observe the behaviour and motivation of different 
students that are geographically dispersed.

6. Conclusion

Based on the previous discussions, the initial questions can be answered as follows.
Q1 – Which concepts could be used to induce collaboration in educational settings? 
This study presented three concepts, or forms of interaction, that can be used to induce 
collaboration in small groups: argumentation, explanation, and mutual regulation. These 
concepts have a proper theoretical basis from the Social and Educational Psychology 
areas, but their practical use was not evaluated in learning environments.
Q2 – Which educational theories support these concepts? These concepts (argumenta-
tion, explanation, and mutual regulation) were extracted from educational theories and, 
consequently, they have a theoretical basis that is focused on supporting and motivating 
the collaborative behaviour inside the educational context. Thus, our study is similar to 
other investigations that use formal theories as the basis to create practical resources that 
could be deployed in VLEs. Differently, however, we analysed theories that were never 
used or evaluated in VLEs.
Q3 – How should be the specification of learning objects based on these concepts? 
Learning objects are the basic building blocks of modern e-learning systems that intend 
to disseminate and reuse knowledge. Moreover, they represent a conceptualization that 
is already established over the e-learning community. Thus, the present study proposed 
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the implementation of collaboration concepts (argumentation, explanation and mutual 
regulation) in the form of learning objects, particularly based on interactive-videos. The 
structure of these videos is defined according to the collaboration concepts and such 
a structure can be used to represent pierces of knowledge of any domain. Section 4.3 
showed that students had a very good acceptance of this proposal, while Section 4.4 
showed that such objects can in fact promote collaboration among students. Thus, the 
results demonstrate that this proposed specification attends its initial objectives. As vid-
eos, other popular resources of VLEs were already used to support collaboration, such 
as assessments. However, studies showed that assessments, for example, did not gener-
ate a significant difference in learners’ participation since they were not considered as a 
natural resource to promote collaboration.
Q4 – How could these objects be used in a Virtual Learning Environment? Section 2.5 
showed a prototype that could be used as a learning resource and be included in VLEs as 
plugins. Its main function was to control the flow of interactions (e.g. time of contribu-
tions – turn time – during the execution of mutual regulation learning objects) and pro-
vide a virtual space for joint discussions. A particular contribution in this virtual space 
is the use of virtual whiteboards. While they were used as a final tool for collaboration 
support; we extended this concept by using whiteboards as part of a more general col-
laborative framework, where whiteboards are not the principal player but just a further 
resource to augment the possibilities for collaboration. The results of Sections 4.3 and 
4.4 demonstrate the positive results of this strategy. 

The results of the experiments showed that the learning objects can induce collab-
orative behaviours among students and suggest that such collaboration may improve the 
level of students’ learning. However, further experiments must be conducted to collect 
more evidences that support this latter affirmation. Research directions intend to create 
tools that facilitate the creation of collaborative learning objects and conduct longitudi-
nal studies that show the impact of these strategies in the grades of students.
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